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PREFACE 

This paper is a discussion of a high level plotting prograw called 

Easyplot. In addition to a description of the computer program and a 

guide to ,its use a study of the rf!lative merits of popular interpola-

tion and smoothing techniques is presented, The interpolation and 

smoothing techniques used in·Ea.$yplot are also derived in detail. 
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advisor 1 .Dr. George E. Hedrick for-qis assistance in the prepatat;ion 

of this thesis. -~ note of appreciation is also extended to pr. John P. 

Chandler for his valuable suggestions and contributions to this thesi$, 
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coding subroutine SMOTH which.is used in creating smoothed curves. 
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CH.APTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a presentation of a high level plotting program 

des:i,.gned to•elimi:nate lllUCh of the trivia involved in.using a typical 

digital incremental plotter. The plotting system called Easyplot 

incorporates the latest techniques in numerical analysis for plotting 

interpolated and smoothed curves. A.discussion of popul!:lr interpola..,. 

tion and smoothing techniques is pres~nted in Chapter II, and deriva-: 

tions of the techniques used in. Easyplot ,re presented in Chapter III, 

Motivation for Easyplot 

. the generation of a graph through the use of a digital computer 

and a Calcomp Digital Incremental Plotter presents many problems, 

:Frequently, the generation of a graph is only one result of a comple:>t 

program. Thus, a specific plotting algorithm may be merged into a 

program with many other functions. This plotting algorithm may require 

a.considerable amount of computer storage which could place undesirable 

restrictions upon the remainder of the program. In many c!;lses the 

plotting logic may be so entwined.in the logic of the program that a 

slight change in.the specifications of a graph may cause a major 

revision of the program. Another problem encountered is that the data 

- to be plotted may have to be scaled since the Calcomp plott;:er requires 

data to be in units of inches. Thus, if the data i~ needed ~or further 

l 
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calculations, it must be saved in some manner. Finally, the most 

serious problem is duplication of effort and unnecessary effort by 

programmers using the plotter. When a plotting algorithm is incorpo

rated into the logic of a program it is generally difficult to adapt 

that logic to another program with similar plotting requirements. 

Duplication of effort is particularly evident when many programmers are 

using the plotter. Since most graphs can be plotted with a general 

format except for minor changes such as the axis length, labeling, and 

other trivia, much unnecessary effort results when the programmer must 

create a graph without a generalized plotting program. 

The plotting program called Easyplot is an attempt to alleviate 

these problems. The programmer can create an entire graph through the 

use of Easyplot by making one subroutine call, without having to scale 

his data, plot axes, etc. ln addition Easyplot has the capability to 

plot logarithmic axes, interpolated curves, and smoothed curves, The 

routines which calculate functions for interpolated and smoothed curves 

are independent of the plotting portion of the program. Therefore, 

these routines can be used for applications other than curve plotting. 

Easyplot is designed to require a minimal amount of storage in the 

user's program. Thus, the amount of storage available for other pro

gramming logic is not significantly affected by the plotting routines. 

Easyplot was designed to conform closely with another plotting 

program called Simplotter developed by D. G. Scranton (19). The func ... 

tions performed by Easyplot and Simplotter are virtually the same. In 

addition the names of the four problem-oriented subroutines and their 

parameters are the same. This close conformity permits programs 

written for one system to be run on the other. Since a plotting 
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program performing the same functions as Easyplot already e:dsts, one 

must ask. why there is a need for Easyplot? The answer is portability. 

Simplotter was written specifically for use on an IBM 360 computing 

system •. Since Calcomp plotters and the standard Calcomp supplied plot

ting routines may be used with other computing systems, it is desirable 

that a plotting program be coded in a standard language which is ac

ceptable to mast computing systems. Easyplot is coded in American 

National Standard FORTRAN. Thus, it can be implemented on many differ

ent computing systems with only minor changes. In addition to porta

bility, secondary reasons for the existence of Easyplot are the methods 

used for interpolation and smoothing. The methods used in Easyplot are 

generally better than those in Simplotter. A comparison of frequently 

used interpolation and smoothing techniques given in Chapter II sup

ports the previous assertion. 

The Organization of Easyplot 

Easyplot is organized in two parts which shall be called the 

interface routines and, the plotting program. The interface routi;nes are 

called by the user from a FORTRAN program. The parameters passed to 

these routines describe the specifications of the plots desired; how

ever, the parameters are not examined by these routines and no plotti;ng 

is done by them. These routines create two output files which are 

passed to the plotting program. The separation of the user's program 

and the plotting program results in two significant advantages to the 

user. First, the interface routines require a relatively small amount 

of storage (about 8000 bytes on an IBM System 360). Second, the fact 

that the plotting program is executed separately from the user's 
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program permits simultaneous debugging of the user's plotting logic and 

his program logic. 

There are four interface routines which may be called by a user. 

Each of the routines will cause the plotting program to perform specif

ic plotting functions. The plotting program inputs the files created 

by the interface routines and calls the standard Calcomp plotting 

routines in order to create the desired plots. The plotting program 

includes subroutines which calculate and plot interpolated and smoothed 

curves for a set of data points. 

The Applications of Easyplot 

The four subroutines called by a user are named GRAPH, LETTER, 

ORIGIN, and KRPLT. It takes only one call to create an entire graph 

complete with horizontal and vertical axes, labels, and a set of points 

plotted in one of several different ways .. If several different sets of 

data are to be plotted on one graph a subroutine call must be made for 

each data set. The first call to GRAPH, LETTER, or K.R~PT for one 

particular graph is called a primary call. Additional data sets may 

be plotted on the graph created by a primary call by issuing superposi

tion calls to one of the three previously mentioned subroutines. 

The purposes of the four subrout~nes are: 

Subroutine GRAPH is the general purpose routine. Graphs may be 

created with linear, semi-log, or log-log axes. The axes are plotted 

horizontally and vertically with numbered tick marks every inch for 

linear axes. Logarithmic axes always consist of an integral number of 

cycles. ·Each cycle has nine tick marks corresponding to an integer 

times the power of ten associated with the cycle. The logarithms 
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plotted may be natural logarithms or base 10 logarithms. The user 

specifies a label for the graph which is plotted in the upper right 

corner. Scale factors for the axes and data points may be specified 

by the user or calculated by Easyplot. If scale ~actors are calculated 

by Easyplot they will be based upon the maximum and minimum x and y 

coordinates of all data sets to be plotted. Each data set may be plot~ 

ted with a variety of different options. The points may be plot~ed 

individually with a plotting symbol indicated by the user, and they 

may be connected by line segments. A closed or open interpolated curve 

may be plotted through the points. A closed curve is a curve with 

first and last points connected such as a circle while the first and 

last points are not connected in an open curve. If the user desires to 

plot a curve which will approximate a set of points but not necessarily 

pass through each point, a smoothing option is available which will 

produce the-desired result. 

Subroutine LETTER permits the user to plot labels in any position 

on a graph. It is usually used in the superposition made; however, a 

new graph may be created by a primary. call to,LETTER. 

Subroutine ORIGIN allows the user to control the position of the 

origin and suppress the plotting of either or both axes. In the normal 

operating mode the origin is positioned automatically when a primary 

call is made to GRAPH, LETTER, or KRPLT. However, if the user takes 
:· 

control of the origin through this subroutine, the position of the 

origin cannot be changed except by another call. to ORIGIN. 

Subroutine KRPLT assembles data for histograms and ideograms and 

plots the results. A histogram is essentially a bar graph. The 

abcissa is divided into intervals and a count is associated with each 
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interval. The count is the number of events occurring in an interval. 

An ideogram is an extension of the histogram. The abcissa is divided 

into intervals; however, each event has an associated error. Thus, the 

event is represented by a normal or Gaussian curve with standard devia

tion equal to the error associated with the event. The curve has unit 

area and is centered on the coordinate of the event. The sums of the 

contributions of each Gaussian curve at the interval boundaries are 

accumulated .. A histogram is plotted as a bar graph, and an ideogram is 

plotted as an interpolated curve (see Appendix C for examples). 

To illustrate the ease with which a plot can be created with 

EasypLot compared to using the Calcomp routines, a very simple example 

program is presented in Figure 1. These two programs will produce 

nearly identical plots with linear axes, labels and a set of data 

points connected with line segments. 

A Brief Survey of Plotting Literature 

A survey of published literature concerning computer applications 

reveals that there has not been a great deal of information published 

concerning plotting programs. There are many programming systems which 

incorporate graphical output as a secondary result; however, these 

systems are not applicable to general plotting requirements. A specif

ic example of this is a system called PEG which was created by Lyle B. 

Smith (21). The ~EG system is primarily used for data-fitting problems 

using several different interpolation and least squares fitting and 

smoothing techniques. The system allows the user to interact with the 

computer through a cathode ray tube display terminal. The user may 

view graphical displays of intermediate results in the determination of 



Sample Plot Using Calcomp Routines 

C DIMENSION X AND Y ARRAYS AND ARRAYS FOR LABELS 
c 

DIMENSION X (27),Y(27),XL(5),YL(5),GL(5),GL(5) 
C READ IN THE LABELS 
c 

READ(S,11) XL,YL,GL,DL 
11 FORMAT(20A4) 

C INITIALIZE THE PLOT ROUTINES 
CALL PLOTS 

C SET THE ORIGIN TO THE RIGHT HAND OF THE DRUM 
CALL PLOTC ( 1., -11. 0, -3) 

C RELOCATE THE ORIGIN ONE-HALF INCH FROM THE EDGE 
CALL PLOTC ( 1. , 0 . 5 , - 3) 

C GENERATE DATA POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
XX= 0. 
DO 10 I = 1, 25 
X(I) = XX 
Y(I) = SIN(xx.**2) * EXP(-XX.) 

10 XX = XX + . 25 
C SCALE !HE VALUES AND DRAW THE AXES 

CALL SCALE (X, 10., 25, 1) 
CALL AXIS (O.O, 0.0,.XL; -8, 10.0, 0.0, .X(26), X(27)) 
CALL SCALE (Y, 6.0, 25, 1) 
CALI; AXIS (O.O, 0.0, YL, 19, 6.0, 90.0, Y(26), Y(27)) 

C PLOT THE POINTS CONNECTED BY LINE SEGMENTS 
CALL LINE (X, Y, 25, 1, 1, .3) 

C PLOT THE GRAPH LABELS 
CALL SYMBOL (6., 5., 0.14, GL, Q.O, 20) 
CALL SYMBOL (6., 4.75, 0.14,.DL, 0.0, 20) 
STOP 
END 

Sample Program Using Easyplot 

DIMENSION X(25), Y(25),,XL(5}, YL(5), GL(S), DL(5) 
READ(5,11) XL, YL, GL, DL 

11 FORMAT (20A4) 
C GENERATE DATA POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 

xx= o. 
DO 10 I = 1, 25 
X(I) = XX 
Y(I) = SIN(XX**2) * EXP(-XX) 

10 XX = XX + . 25 
CALL GRAPH (25,.X, Y, 3, 3, 10. 6., O,O,O,O, XL, YL, GL, DL, 0) 
STOP 
END 

7 

Figure 1. A Comparison of the Use of the Calcomp Routines and Easyplot 
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a fitted curve. This allows the user to use his own judgement in 

determining what further refinements or changes the system should make 

in order to arrive at a suitable approximating curve. Smith (22) 

discusses several other similar systems which incorporate graphical 

output in the solution of numerical analysis problems. Some of these 

routines do produce permanent graphical output; however, they do not 

have the flexibility that a general plotting program should have. This 

is to be expected since these systems are designed to find numerical 

solutions to problems with graphical output as a side effect. 

Although there is little published literature dealing with rou

tines whose only function is the production of graphical output there 

is a great deal of information concerning numerical methods which may 

be used in such routines. In particular, there have been many articles 

written concerning interpolation and smoothing methods for approximat

ing data. A survey of these methods is given in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

A COMPARISON ,OF INTERPOLATION AND 

SMOOTHING METHODS 

Methods of Interpolation 

The purpose of the interpolation method used in Easyplot is to 

connect a set of points with a smooth, continuous, and "natural

looking" curve. A mathematical method of interpolation which produces 

a continuous curve with continuous first derivatives and no unnatural 

"wiggles" is desired. Since several methods satisfy these cqnd:i,tions, 

the criterion of natural appearance was the final determining factor in 

choosing the method used in Easyplot. 

The manual drawing of a curve by a well-trained scientist or 

engineer is probably the best standard of comparison for the natural 

appearance of a curve. Since a manually drawn curve is sketched in 

portions which are based on a relatively small number of points, making 

no assumptions about any functional relationship involving the entire 

set of data, it seems that such an approach would be necessary for a 

numerical method also. A method which assumes a functional form for 

the entire set of data frequently results in a curve which is quite 

different from a m.a.nually drawn curve. The difficulty usually mani

fests itself in "unnatural wiggles" (3). 

The most common interpolation method is the use of polynomials. 

Either a single polynomial of order n~l, where n is the number of data 

9 
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points, is fit to the entire set of data, or a piecewise function 

composed of lower order polynomials is fit to successive subsets of 

the data. Fitting one polynomial to the entire set of data is not 

practical since this would not allow multi-valued curves, and high 

order polynomials tend to oscillate between the points to which they 

are fit (3, 13). An example of this behavior is shown in Figure 2. 

The use of low order polynomials for interpolation functions is 

very common and in most cases produces satisfactory results. If a 

multi-valued curve is permissible, second order polynomials are most 

often used. Each subset of three points is made single-valued by 

rotating the coordinate system so that the x coordinates are monotone 

increasing. In addition to the increased complexity introduced by a 

rotation of the coordinates, the chief objection is the fact that the 

resulting curve is not necessarily smooth. 

A second method considered is a Fourier series approximation which 

exemplifies the use of orthogonal functions. The curve is approximated 

by a function of the form 

f(x) 
n 

= a0 +'. E (akcoskx + bksinkx), 
1.===l 

(II .1) 

where 2n is the number of data points. The coefficients ak and bk 

are then uniquely determined by 2n simultaneous equations. This method 

cannot be applied to multi-valued functions except in a piecewise man-

ner, and becomes cumbersome for a large number of points. The method 

exhibits oscillations in many cases (Figure 2) and is best suited to 

data having a periodic relation. 
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A third method is spline interpolation. A spline ftmc tion of 

degree mis a piecewise function composed of polynomials. Each poly-

nomial is of order m or less and is applicable to successive intervals 

of the given data points. The polynomials are determined so that the 

function is continuous and has continuous derivatives of order one to 

m-1. The spline function of degree three is most commonly used and has 

the property of least mean-squared curvature. This property is ex-

pressed mathematically as 

1Xn 1Xn 
f" (x) 2dx .$. · 

Xo · Xo 
g" (x) 2dx, (II.2) 

where f(x) is a cubic spline function and g(x) i:s any other twice 

continuously differentiable function (6). The spline function is 

smooth and continuous; however, it was not used in Easyplot because in 

some cases unnatural waves 1;esult (Figure 2), and a spline function is 

single-valued. The unnatural waves result because the determination of 

the coefficients of the polynomials depends upon the entire set of data 

rather than a few points in each region. 

A fourth method is called osculatory interpolation (1). This is a 

local method in which a cubic polynomial is used to interpolate between 

each pair of points. The polynomials are uniquely determined by first 

calculating an approximation to the slope of the interpolation curve at 

each point; thus, the smoothness of the curve is assured. The slope of 

the curve at a point is the slope of the quadratic polynomial deter-

mined by the point and its two neighboring points. This method is very 

similar to Akima's method which is used in Easyplot, and is explained 

in detail in Chapter III. The difference is in the method of determin-

ing the slope of the curve at each point. Both methods produce smooth 
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continuous curves, and each portion of the curve is determined only by 

its neighboring points which is generally necessaiy if a natural curve 

is desired. The osculatory method can also.be applied to multi-valued 

curves by rotating each set of three points so that they are single

valued with respect to the x coordinate. The slope determination 

depends upon five points in Akima's method and only three in the 

osculatory method. 

The choice between these two methods is based upon a_comparison 

between curves produced by the methods and a manually drawn curve for 

several sets of data •. An example is given in Figure 2. Akima's method 

produced curves which were more nearly like the manually drawn curves; 

therefore,_his.method was chosen for use in Easyplot. 

Smoothing Techniques 

Smoothing differs from interpolation in that the approximating 

curve does not necessarily pass through the given data points. Smooth

ing is particularly desirable when dealing.with experimental data which 

is known to contain errors, or possibly when the lltrue" form of the 

curve underlying the data is unknown. Curve fitting using smoothing 

techniques includes three categories: graphing, _model testing, and 

interpolation. The application of smoothing techniques to graphing is 

of prime importance since Easyplot is a plotting.routine. The tech

nique to be used in Easyplot must have several properties: . 1) it must 

work well for any set of data, when no prior knowledge of an underlying 

functional relation is available; 2) the method should allow for vary

ing amounts of smoothing. When no knowledge of the standard deviation 

of each point is available, the extent to which the entire curve is 
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smoothed should be changeable; 3) the method should allow for individ-

ual weighting of the data points; that is, if an estimate of the 

standard deviation of each point is known, it must be used by the 

method to control how far from each point the curve is allowed to 

deviate; 4) the method must be stable and accurate for a .large number 

of points. 

The method chosen for use in Easyplot incorporates all of these 

properties. It was introduced by Christian H. Reinsch (16) and in-

volves the use of spline functions. A spline function of order m is a 

piecewise function consisting of polynomials of order m. The polynomi-

als are determined such that the function and its derivatives of order 

one through m-1 are continuous throughout their ranges. The points at 

which one polynomial ends and another begins are called joints, nodes, 

or most commonly, knots. 

A brief formulation of Reinsch's (16) method follows. Let the set 

of points (x., y,), i=O, .•. ,n be given and let the points be ordered 
]. ]. 

such that 

XO < xl < . . . < xri. 

The smoothing function f(x) is chosen from the class of all twice 

continuously differentiable functions g(x) such that 

l Xn 2 lXn 2 
f" (x) dx ~ g" (x) dx, 

Xo Xo 
(II. 3) 

subject to the constraint 

n 2 
E ((g(x.)-y.)/~y.) SS, 

i=O i i i 
(II.4) 

where 6yi is an estimate of the standard deviation of yi, and S is a 

constant which may be used to implicitly rescale all of the 6y.'s. 
]. 
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The function f(x) turns out to be a cubic spline function. The deriva-

tion of an algorithm for determining f(x) is given in Chapter III. 

The parameter Sallows the amount of smoothing of the entire curve 

to be varied while the 8yi's determine how far from each point the curve 

is allowed to deviate. According to Reinsch (16) the method is partic-

ularly well suited to smoothing data for which no a priori knowledge of 

a functional relationship is available. The x coordinates of the nodes 

of the cubic spline are the x, 1 s which means that for a large number of 
l. 

points a large system of simultaneous equations must be solved. Since 

the ma.trices involved are either diagonal or tri=d'iagonal, when they 

are combined as shown in Chapter III, a positive definite symmetric 

band matrix results. This leads to a straight forward algorithm for 

determining the coefficients of f(x), Thus, the method does not use an 

excessive amount of storage, and f(x) is easily determined even for a 

large number of points. 

It is appropriate to discuss some other smoothing techniques. One 

of the other techniques may produce a better approximation to a partic-

ular set of data than Reinsch's (16) spline method; however, in most of 

these cases the underlying functional relationship governing the data 

is known. In such cases it is best to try to fit some form of that 

function to the data using a least squares or some other criterion • 

. Given a set of irregularly spaced points, (x., y.), i=l, ... ,N, 
l. l. 

where xis the independent variable and y. is an observed value associ
l. 

ated with x.. The problem is to find a reason.:tbly good function F(x) 
l. 

which will approximate. the given points. If the errors in the data are 

independent and follow a normal distribution, then R. A .. Fisher's 

"Principle of Maximum Likelihood" (14) leads to.the criterion that 
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(II.5) 

should be minimized by choosing a appropriately. The a are the 

coefficients of the smoothing fu·nction F and ~i is the standard devia-

tion of yi (14). If the errors are not known to follow a Gaussian 

distribution then the three most common criteria for determining the 

best fit are: 

IIElll 
N 

lei I ; (i) The Gershgorin norm - = ·i: 
i+l 

(II.6) 

(ii) The Euclidean or least squares norm 

II E 11 2 
N ? 1: 

= !: (e,-)2; 
i-1 

]. 
(II. 7) 

(iii) The Ch~byshev or minimax morn 

UEll00 = maxleil' i=l, •.• ,N, .(II.8) 

where e. = F(x.) - y,. The best fit is obtained when the norm is 
]. ]. ]. 

minimized. The Gershgorin norm is not generally used in this applica-

tion and will not be discussed here. The least squares and minimax 

norms are both popular; however, since the least squares criterion is 

easier to apply it will be used in each of the methods to be discussed. 

The first and probably most common method is to express the 

approximating :fonc tion F(x) in terms of polynomf.als fk (x): 

F(x) =bf (x) + b1£1(x) + ... =bf (x), o o · n n (II. 9) 

where fk(x) is a polynomial of degree k, and n~N-1, where N .is the 

number of points given. The most important aspect of this method is 

the. choice of the polynomials fk (x). . The most common but probably 

least desirable choice is the use of the monomials fk(x) = xk This 
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is a poor choice due to the ill-conditioned normal equations which 

result from the least square.s criterion. ln most cases the method will 

not give adequate accuracy for Q > 3 (4), 

The computational difficulties can be avoided by using orthogonal 

polynomials .. A set of orthogonal poly·nomials satisfy 

n 

i~lpj(xi)p1(xi) = 0 if j#l and~. O of j=l, (II,10) 

where xi, i=l, .. ,,n is a given s:et of points over which the polynomials 

p. (x.) are orthogonal. The polynomials can be generated with a three-
J J. 

term recurrence relation whose constants are determined so that (II.10) 

is satisfied for a given set of x. 1 s (21). Forsythe (1957) has shown 
l. 

that a simple recurrence relation can be used to calculate the appro-

priate constants. Using orthogonal polynomials results in a diagonal 

coefficient matrix when the least squares criterion is used to find the 

coefficients of (II,9); thus, the coefficients are easily found and n, 

the degree of the polynomial fit, can be increased by solving a single 

equation. Other methods involving orthogonal polynomials are discussed 

by Berztiss (4). 

The use of polynomials solves the problem of computational diffi-

culties; however, Berztiss (4) states that many practical sets of data 

cannot be adequately approximated by. polynomials of a reasonably low 

degree. 

The classical method of smoothing involves least square polynomial 

fitting to replace each given point .. A low order polynomial is fitted 

to an odd number of points, and they coordinate of the middle point is 

replaced by t:he polynomial value at that point. Each point except 

points near the ends of the data is replaced in this manner" Points 
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near the ends are replaced in the same manner except that the point 

replaced may not be the middle point, or the number of points and the 

degree of the polynomial are reduced so that the middle point may 

always be used. This procedure may be repeated as many times as 

desired in order to increase the amount of smoothing. 

If the ordinary method of least squares fitting of a polynomial to 

a set of points is used, the number of calculations necessary would 

make its use impractical. However, if the x coordinates are equally 

spaced, a simple formula can be developed for calculating the new y 

coordinates (13). A third degree polynomial is most commonly used. 

It is usually fitted to either five or seven points, however, any odd 

number of points can be used. This method of smoothing is used in 

Simplotter where cubic polynomials are fitted to 13 consecutive points 

whenever possible (20). The characteristics of this method are such 

that the amount of smoothing increases with the number of points used 

in the smoothing formula and decreases as the order of the fitted poly-

nomial increases. The most serious drawback to this method is that the 

points must be equally spaced; however, this problem can be solved by 

appropriately weighting the unequally spaced points. 

After the smoothing technique has been applied as many times as 

desired, a curve can be plotted by interpolating between the new points. 

Before the introduction of spline functions this method was almost 

exclusively used when smoothing was desired. 

Another method which is particularly applicable to smoothing data 

which appears to be periodic in nature, is the truncated Fourier 

series. Given (x., y.), i=l, ... ,n, y, is approximated by 
1 1 1 
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ro 
f(x) = a 0 + ~ (ajcos jx + bjsin jx), 

j=l 
(II.11) 

where the a.'s and b.'s are determined using the least squares 
.J J 

criterion. An efficient algorithm for the calculation of these con-

stants using equally spaced points is given by Goertzel (10). Another 

algorithm for unequally spaced points is given by Bjorck and Golub (5). 

Fourier approximations generally do not produce results comparable to 

other methods, when the data does not exhibit periodic behavior. 

The last method to be discussed is another variation of the use 

of spline functions. In this method the nodes of the function do not 

correspond to the data points. For this application it is convenient 

to define the spline function in a different form. An elementary 

spline function is defined as 

(II .12) 

where rn is the degree of the spline function S (x) and x.,j=l, ... J 
rn J 

are the joints or nodes of the spline. Such a spline function is 

represented as 

(Ir. l:n 

Given a set of points (x., y.), i=l, ... ,N, the function S (x) is 
i i m 

determined u:sing the least squares criterion. That is the quantity 

N 2 
D = E (y.-S (x.)) (II,14) 

i=l i rn i 

is minimized. D is minimized by. determining , ?J)/ 0a., 0D/'0c., i=l, ... m, 
i i 

and equating them to zero, This results in a sys tern of ro+l+J 
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simultaneous equations. When m+l+J becomes larger than seven, the 

matrix of coefficients is likely to become ill-conditioned. 

A method of obtaining a more accurate solution to the least 

squares problem involves the use of Householder transformations and 

is discussed by Golub (11). DeBoor and Rice (7, 8) discuss the use of 

an orthonormal basis to represent cubic splines. Their choice of an 

orthonormal basis for the space of all cubic splines leads to a more 

accurate solution of the system of e.quations. 

The greatest difficulty in this method is de.termining the best 

choice for the nodes of the spline function •. Since the plotting rou-

tine Easyplot is designed to eliminate as much work as possible for the 

user, it is not desirable to have the. user choose the nodes. This 

means that the routine must be able to determine the best set of nodes 

for a particular set of data. A direct search method of doing this has 

been implemented by Lyle B .. Smith (21) in his data-fitting system; 

however, this is an unnecessary complication, since Reinsch's (16) 

method does not require that an optimum set of nodes be found .. Imple-

mentation of a direct search technique would also complicate the use of 

the plotting routine. 

Each of the methods discussed allows for individual weighting of 

the data points by altering the least squares criterion to 

N 2 
I:w.(y.~S (xi)), (II.15) 

i=l 1 1 m 

where wi is the weighting factor for yi. The polynomial and Fourier 

series methods are well suited only for sets of data with specific 

characteristics, while smoothing with spline functions works well for 

general data (16, 21). Reinsch' s (16) method is particularly well 
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suited for graphical purposes •. One of the chief advantages of spline 

smoothing over the classical replacement method is computational 

efficiency. Increasing the amount of smoothing desired does not 

change the calculation time for Reinsch' s spline technique, while each 

application of the classical technique significantly increases computa

tion time. In addition the spline technique does not require interpo

lation after the points have been smoothed. 



CHAPTER III 

NUMERICAL METHODS 

A Smooth Curve Fitting Method 

The interpolation procedure used in Easyplot was invented by 

Hiroshi Akima (3). The method is based on the assumption that no a 

priori knowledge of a functional form relating the data is available. 

The method developed by Akima is an attempt to mathematically approxi

mate a manually drawn interpolation curve. Since a scientist or 

engineer drawing an interpolation curve would base each portion on 

nearby points, the method developed here will use this approach. This 

is done by determining.the slope of the curve at each point based only 

on the positions of two neighboring points on each side of the point in 

question. The key to Akima's method is the determination of this 

slope. 

Consider five points, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, as in Figure 3. The 

slope of the curve at point 3 is represented by the line segment CD. 

For a smooth curve Akima states that it is reasonable to assume that 

the slope CD should approach that of 23 as the slope of 12 approaches 

23, and similarly the slope of CD should approach that of 34 as the 

slope of 45 approaches 34. It is also desirable that if the angle 

formed by 12 and 23 is equal to that formed by 34 and 45, then the 

angles formed by pairs (23, 3C) and (34, 3D) must be equal. These 
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Figure 3. "A Condition for Determining the Slope of the Tangent 
to the Curve . 11 (3) 
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conditions are not sufficient to determine uniquely the slope of CD. 

The followipg additional intuitive condition is assumed which incorpo-

rates the previous conditions and uniquely determines the slope of CD, 

lie;& I • I 4D/DB1 , (III. 1) 

An analytic expression for the slope of CD, which shall be called t, 

can be obtained by expressing condition.(III,l) and the slopes of all 

the line segments previously.mentioned in terms of the coordinates of 

the points, The following quantities are defined in order to simplify 

the expression fort. 

a. = xi+l - xi, (i=l, 2, 3, 4), (III, 2) 
]. 

b. = Yi+l - yl' (i=l, 2, 3, 4), (III. 3) 
]. 

s .. = a.b. - a.b .. (III.4) 
J.J J. J .J J. 

The algebraic manipulations necessary to derive the following expres-

sion fort can be found in Akima (3). The result is 

(III.5) 

where (III. 6) 

(III. 7) 

Let the slopes of the four line segments 12, 23,.34, and 45 be m1, m2, 

m3, and m4 respectively. Equation.(III.5) exhibits the desired re

sults. Namely, that if m1 = m2, m3 # m1, and m4 # m3, then t=m1=m2, 

and if m3=m4, m1•m2, and m41m2, then t=m3=m4 . In certain situations 

equation (III,5) is undefined, requiring that t be determined in a 

different manner. If m1=m2=m3#m4 or m1#m2=m3=m4 tis logically assumed 

to be t=m2=m3. If m1=m2#m3=m4, the slope is determined by t = 
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Despite its desirable properties,_equation (III,5) has a serious 

drawback which results from-condition (III,l), If m2=m4, m3~m1, and 

m4~m3, then t=m2, and similarly. if m1=m3, m2~m1, and m41m2, then t=m1 . 

Inspection of the geometric interpolation of this result (Figure 4) 

shows that it is not desirable for a smooth natural curve. 

0 

.Figure 4, 

·o 

Illustration .of an Unnatural Consequence 
o{ Eq\!B.tion (III.5). -If m2=m4, m:lm1, 
and m4~m3, then t=m2=m4 . 

This result occurs because s13=o when m1=m3 and s24=o when m2=m4; 

therefore, s13 and s24 are eliminated from. (III.6) and (III • .7) by 

. redefining w2 and ~3 to be 

w2 = ·ls34 I ' 

W3 ·= 1sl21 

(III.8) 

(l;II. 9) 

These definitions are arrived at intuitivelr taking.into account the 

observation previously stated, and the fact that the method must be 

invariant under a rotational transformation of the coordinate system. 
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Thus far the method has been based solely on geometric considerations, 

namely the slopes m1, m2, m3, and m4 . ~he invariance under a rotation 

is maintained, since the quantity lsijl is invariant and equal to 

twice the area of the triangle bounded by, the vectors (ai, bj) and 

(aj, bi)' .. Equation.(III,5) can be rewritten as 

(III.10) 

showing that t depends on the slopes of the four line segments, which 

means that tis invariant under a linear scale transformation and a 

rotational transformation. When equations (III.8) and (III.9) are used 

in (III .5), t can no longer be represented as a function of only . 

m1, m2, m3, and m4 • This means that the method is no longer invariant 

under a linear scale transformation of the coordinate system. 

The method of determining the slope of the interpolation curve at 

each point has been uniquely determined, and it is necessary to express 

the curve between points in some mathematical form. A polynomial is 

chosen since, 

polynomials are simple in form, can be calculated by ele
mentary operations, are free from singular points, are 
unrestricted as to range of values, may be differentiated 
or integrated without difficulty, and the coefficients to 
be determined enter linearly (15). 

Since four conditions, two points and the slope at each point, exist, 

a third degree polynomial is uniquely determined between each pair of 

points. The functional form of the interpolation curve must be appli-

cable to multi-valued sets of data. This means that the standard 

polynomial form of y as a function of~ and the expression for the 

slope dy/dx are inadequate, since polynomial~ are single-valued. The 

slope tis equal to tan 6 where 9 is the angle between the tangent line 
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and the x-axis. The form dy/dx can be eliminated by. expressing the 

slope in terms of cos 9 and sine. From equation (III.S) it follows 

that 

where 

and from (III.8) and (iII.9) 

w2 = I 8341, 

w3 .= I s12 I· 

From elementary. trigonometry it follows that 

cos 

(III.11) 

(III.12) 

, (III.!3) 

(III.14) 

(III. 15) 

(III.16) 

(III, U) 

The fact that polynomials are single-valued can be circumvented 

by introducing a parameter z which varies from Oto 1 as the curve is 

traversed from (x1,.Y1) to (x2, y2). Thus x and ycan be represented 

by 

, (III.18) 

(III.19) 

Four conditions exist for each point; they are: 

x=x1 , y=y1 , dy/dz=rcos e1 , and dy/dz=rsin e1 at z=O, 

x=x2 , y=y2 , dy/dz=rcos 62 , and dy/dz=rsin e2 at z=l, 
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The p and q constants are determined by solving two sets of four 

simultaneous equations. The results are 

Pl= x1, . (III.20) 

p2 ~ r cos 91, (III,21) 

(III.22) 

(III. 2~) 

(III.24) 

(III. 25) 

(III. 26) 

(III.27) 

If the interpolation curve. is closed, that is the first and last 

points are connected,. the formulation is complete. For an open curve, 

that is the first and last points are not connected, it is necessary to 

estimate two additional points at each end.of the data in order to 

determine·the slopes at the end points. For the sake of simplicity. it 

is assumed that the estimated points lie on a curve expressed by 

x· .. = go + glz + g2z 
2 
' (:UI. 28) 

h + J:i.l z -+ h.2z 
2 (III.29) y = 

0 ' 

where z is a parameter introduced to preserve the multi-valued property 

of the curve. Assuming that 

x=x. and y=y. at z=i (i=.l, . 2, 3,. 4,. 5. ) . 
], l. 

Substituting the coordinates and corresponding z's into (III;28) and 

• 
(!II. 29) results in ten simultaneous equations from which the g's and 

h's can be eliminated. The result is 
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where points 4 and 5 are the estimated points. 

The.algorithm for mathematically approximating a manually dri!lwn 

interpolation curve is now complete. The method is based on local 

·determination of the slope of the curve at each point and approximating 

the curve between each pair of points with a pair qf cubic polynomials. 

The method is invariant under a rotation of the coordinate system; 

however, it is not invariant under a linear scale transformation. 

·Therefore,. if data is· to ,be scaled it should be done before the slopes 

are calculated. The primary application of the method is plotting 

multi-valued curves. 

Given the points (x., y.), i=l, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,. the curve 
l. l. 

between points 3 and 4 is computed by. the algoritlun: 

1) Compute 

a.= 
l. 

x.+1-x. 
: l. l. 

(i=l,. 2, 3,. 4,. 5), (III.32) 

(III. 33) 

2) Compute w2 and 'tV3 from (III.14) and (III.15) for points 3 ,and 4 

using.(III.32) and:(III.33). 

3) Compute a0 and b0 from. (III. l~) and. (III. lJ) for points 3 and 4 

using the values computed in steps 1 and 2. 

4) Compute the sin S and cos, 9 for points 3 and 4 using. (III.16) and 

(III.17). 

5) Compute the coefficients of the interpolation equations (III,18) 

and (III.19) using tl,.e values computed in step 4 and equations ('IU.2(;>) 

thru (III. 27). 
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Smoothing Using.Cubic Spline Functions 

The cubic spline s~oothing method derived here was introduced by 

.. Christian H. Reinsch (16) .. This is well suited for curve plotting and 

should.be used when no a priori knowledge of a functional relationship 

involving the data is known (16), 

A spline function of order mis a piecewise function composed of 

polynomials of order m. A point at which one polynomial ends and the 

next begins is called a joint or node .. The coefficients of the poly-

nomials are determined so that the function and its first m-1 deriva-

tives are continuous. The special case of the cubic spline function is 

of interest, since it is said to have the property of "least mean-

square curvature", that is,. of all twice differentiable functions g(x) 

passing through a given set of points, the cubic spline function mini-

mizes the integral 

J g" (x) 2dx. (III. 34) 

Given a set of points (xi, yi), i=O, ... ,n such·that 

a smoothing function f(x) is to be constructed which will minimize the 

integral 

Jx 2 
x ng" (x) dx 

0 

. (Ill, 35) 

among all twice continuously differentiable functions g(x) subject to 

the constraint 

n 2 
~ ((g(x.)-y.)/5y.) < S, 

i=O i i i 
(UI.36) 



where &Y,, i=O, ... , n and Sare given constants. The SY, 's are 
i i 

weights for the individual points and should be an estimate of the 

standard deviation. Sis a constant which is used to implicitly 

rescale the SY, 's. A change in .the value of S results in a change in 
i 

3l. 

the amount of smoothing of the entire curve while each SY· controls the 
i 

distance that the curve is allowed to deviate from its associated y .. 
i 

If Sis chosen to be zero, f(x) will be a cubic spline interpolating 

function. According to Reinsch (16), the best results are obtained if 

Sis within the interval defined by 

k k 
N - (2N) 2 ~ S $ N + (2N) 2 , N = n+l. . (III. 37) 

The derivation of the algorithm for constructing the cubic spline 

function f(x) begins by combining (III.35) and (III.36) giving the 

functional 

r x 2 
Jx ng" (x) dx + 

0 

n 2 2 
p( ~ ((g(x.)-y.)/sy.) + z - ~ 

i=O i i i 
.. (III. 38) 

where z is a slack variable introduced to change (III.35) into an 

equality constraint, and pis a Lagrange multiplier used to impose the 

constraint upon (III.34). 

Expression·. (III. 38) :i,s minimized if the Euler-Lagrange equation 

(III. 39) 

2 where F = g"(x) , is satisfied. Since the solution f(x) is a piecewise 

function, it must satisfy the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions 

(17). The application of (III.39) to (III.3~) results in 

fl I I I (X) = Q, xi < x < xi+l' i=O, .... , n-1. (III.40) 

The application of the corner conditions of the knots of f(x) 

results in 
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O if k=O, 1, i=l, •.. , n-1 

O if k-2, i=O, ... , n (III .41) 

where f(k\x.) + 
l. 

= 

. 2p(f(xi)-yi)/5y~ if k=3, .i=O, ... , n, 

lim f (k) (x.±h). 
h-+0 1 

If (III.40) is integrated four times the result is a cubic poly-

nomial which means that f(x) is a piecewise function composed of cubic 

polynomials. (III.41) implies that the function and its first and 

second derivatives are continuous; therefore,. f(x) fits the definition 

of a cubic spline function. 

It is convenient to represent f(x) as 

2 3 
f(x) =a.+ b.(x-x.) + c.(x•x.) + d.(x-x.) , x.<x<x ... +l' 

. l.. l. l. l. :1. l. l. 1.--1. 
(III .42) 

Since f(x) is continuous, 

2 3 
a .. + b.(x.+1-x.) + c.(x.+1-x.) + d.(x.+1-x.) = a.+l' 

l. l. . l. l. l. l. . l. l. l. l. l. 
· (III.43) 

where i=O, ... , n-1. Define h .. =x.+1-x. and (III.43) m~y be rewritten 
l. ]; .l. 

as 

2 
b. = (a.+1-a.)/h. - c.h. - d.h .. 

l. l. l. . l. 1 l. l. l. 

Since f'(x) is continuous, 

2 b. + 2c.h. + 3d.h. = b.+l' i=O, .,., n-1. 
l. l. l. l. l. l. 

Since f" is continuous and equal to zero·at the end points, 

or 

c ·=c =O 
o n ' 

.2c. + 6d.h. = 
l. l. l. 

d. = (c.+1-c.)/3h .. 
l. l. l. l. 

i=O, ... , n-1 

· (III.44) 

(III.45) 

(III.46) 

(III.47) 

Using (III.47) to substitute for d. in (III.45) and (III.44) and 
l. 

eliminating bi and bi+l from (III.45) by substituting.(III.44) results 
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Equation (III;48) may be rewritten in matrix notation as 

where 

t Tc = Q a, 

c ·= (cl' 

(a ' a = 
0 

Cz, 

al' 

t since c =c =O ... ' .cn-1) ' o n ' 

t 
a ) ' ... ' n 

Tis a positive definite tridiagonal matrix of order n-1: 

t .. =2(h. l+h.)/3, t. ·+1·=h·+1 .=h./3, 
1,1 1- 1 1~1 1 ,1 1 

.and Q is a tridiagonal matrix with n+-1 rows and n-1 columns: 

q. l .=1/h. l'q. 1=-l/h. 1-1/h., q,+l .=1/h .. 
1- ,1 1- 1, 1- 1 1 ,1 1 
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(III. 48) 

. (III.49) 

Since f'''(x) is constant over each interval, using (III.41) results in 

2 
3d.- 3d.+l = p(f(x.)-y.)/sy., i=O, ... , n. 

1 1 1 1 1 

. Substituting (III.4S) into (III.SO) results in 

... , n-1. 

(III.51) can be rewritten in matrix notation as 

Qc = pD-\y-a), 

where D = diag (y 0 , y 1' ... , y n), 

(III.SO) 

(III.51) 

(III.S2) 

.and y·= (y , y1, ... , y.). Premultiplying (III.52) by QtD2 and substi-
o n 

t tuting Tc for Q a results in 

t 2 t 
(Q D Q + pT)c = pQ Y, (III.5'.n 
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and solving (III.52) for a results in 

-1 2 a= y - p •D ·Qc. (III.54) 

If the value of p can be determined,. all of the coefficieints of 

(III.42) can be calculated by solving (III.53) for c, (III.54) for a, 

and band dare obtained from (III.44) and (III.46). Expression 

(III.38) is minimized with respect top and z by setting the partial 

derivatives of (III.38) with respect top and z equal to zero. The 

result is 

pz = O, . (III.55) 

i=O 

n 2 
E ((f(x.)-y.)/5y.) 

]. ' ]. ]. 
= s - 2 

z • (III.56) 

The left hand side of (III.56) can be rewritten as 

2 n 2 
F(p) = E ((a.~y.)/5y.) . 

i=O i i i 
. (III.5}) 

F(p) is introduced for notational convenience. F(p) is expressed as 

the Euclidean norm of a vector by 

F(p) = 11 D-1 (a-y) 112. (III.58) 

If c is eliminated from (III.54) by substituting (III.53) and a 

eliminated from (III.58) by substituting (III.54) the result is 

:II t 2 -1 t 1., F(p) = DQ(Q D Q + pT) .Q Y 2 , (III .59) 

It is concluded.from (III.SS) that either p=O or z=O. p=O implies 

k 
that F(O) ~ S2 • From (III.53) it is concluded that c=O, and thus, 

from (III.46) it is seen that d=O. Therefore, if p=O then the cubic 

spline reduces to a straight line. 

Since a straight line is not the desired result, p#O and z=O, 

thus, (III.36) reduces to an equality constraint and p is determined 
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from 

(III. 60) 

At this point it is necessary to analyze (III.60) to determine if 

there is more than one root and which root minimizes (III.38). Accord-

ing to Reinsch (16) it can be shown that the second derivative of F(p) 

is always positive for p ~ O; therefore, F(p) is convex and (III.60) 

has exactly one positive root. There is also at least one negative 

root; however, Reinsch states that it can be shown that a negative root 

will not minimize (III.38). 

Newton's method is used to find the positive root of (III.60), 

The convexity of F(p) guarantees convergence for a starting value of 

p=O. Newton's method is expressed as 

. (III.61) 

For notational convenience in deriving an expression for dF(p.)/dp 
1 

the ~bbreviation 

-1 u = p c = (QtD2Q + pT) -lQ \ (III. 62) 

is introduced. The expression F(p) 2 = 
t t 2 

u Q D Qu results from combining 

(III.59) and (III,62) and 

t t 2 FdF/dp = u Q D (du/dp) 

t t 2 t 2 -1 t t 2 -1 = -u (Q D Q + pT) (Q D Q + pT) Tu + pu T(Q D Q + pT) Tu 

t t 2 -1 t = pu T(Q D Q + pT) Tu - u Tu. (III. 63) 

Since QtD2Q + pT is a positive definite symmetric matrix Cholesky 

decomposition can be used to calculate R where 
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(III.64) 

Cholesky's method results in an upper triangular matrix R, which 

permits u to be calculated by a forward substitution with Rt, followed 

by a backward substitution with R. 

This derivation leads to the following algorithm for calculating 

the coefficients of the spline function. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Start with p=O. 

t t 2 Use Cholesky decomposition to calculate RR for Q D Q + pT. 

Use a forward and a backward substitution to compute u from 

t t R· Ru = Q y. 

2 t t 2 
Calculate F(p) from u Q D Qu. 

5) If F(p) 2 is greater than S then compute a new value for p using 

(III.61). 

From (III. 63) 

t t ·1 t FdF/dp = pu T(R R) Tu - u Tu. (III. 65) 

is derived. t Compute w from R w = Tu by a forward substitution, thus 

t t FdF/dp = pw w - u Tu. 

Having computed a new p, return to step 2. 

6) If F(p) 2 is less than or·equal to S then compute a 

c = pu and b, d from (III.44) and (III.4.6). 

(III. 66) 

2 
= y - D Qu, 

The attempt to arrive at a smoothing function through the minimi-

zation of expression (III.38) results in a cubic spline function with 

knots at the given values x., i=O, ... , n. The amount of smoothing for 
l. 

the entire function is determined by the given constant S, and the 

amount that each point is smoothed is governed by its standard 



deviation ~y .. The determination of the coefficients of the cubic 
l 
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spline hinges upon finding the v&lue of the Lagrange multiplier p which 

minimizes (III.38). Due to the properties of symmetry and positive 

definiteness possessed by the matrix QtD2Q + pT, p can be determined in 

a straight forward iterative manner (16). 



CHAPTER IV 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

General Organization 

The Easyplot system consists of two separate program packages, 

The first consists of seven subroutines coded in American National 

Standard (ANS) FORTRAN. These subroutines provide an interface between 

the user of Easyplot and the second portion of the plotting system. 

The second portion is the plotting program and is also coded in ANS 

FORTRAN. Its function is to create a file of plot commands which will 

produce the plots the user has indicated by the parameters passed to 

the interface subroutines. The interface routines create two data 

files which contain the parameter information passed in the call lists. 

The files created by. the interface routines are input by the plotting 

program which is executed as a separate step or job. Portability was 

the primary consideration in the coding of Easyplot, It is designed to 

run on any computing system having a standard FORTRAN compiler and a 

Calcomp Digital Incremental Plotter with the standard Calcomp plotting 

routines. Only minor modifications such as changing the input and 

output unit numbers are necessary in order to adapt the program to a 

different computing system. A flow chart of each significant routine 

is included in Appendix D. 
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The Interface Routines 

General Comments 

The interface portion consists of seven subroutines: GRAPH, 

.. GRAPHS, LETTER, LETTRS, OR!GIN, DP, KRPLT, and KRPLTS. The routines 

create files on units with variable names ITAPE and ITAPEl. The output 

data is written without format control in binary code. The subroutines 

GRAPHS, LETTRS, and KRPLTS serve only to permit the user to call GRAPH, 

LETTER, and KRPLT with a shortened call list. A superposition data set 

requires no scaling parameters and only one labeling parameter; how

ever, all parameters must be represented in a call list. The subrou

tines GRAPHS,.LETTRS, .and KRPLTS initiate calls to GRAPH,.LETTER, and 

KRPLT respectively with complete parameter lists, The call lists for 

these six subroutines are given in Chapter V. 

Subroutine GRAPH 

This subroutine creates two files. The f:Lle identified by the 

variable name ITAPEl is used for scaling purposes, It consists of one 

logical record for each primary call made to GRAPH, LETTER, or KRPLT. 

Each record contains the maximum and minimum x and y coordinates of all 

data sets which will be plotted on a graph. If scaling factors are 

supplied by the user, the values written on ITAPEl have no signifi

cance, The second file, identified by ITAPE, is contributed to by 

subroutines·ORIGIN,.LETTER, KRPLT, and DP as well as GRAPH. ITAPE 

contains the parameters passed to these routines. 

The following algoritlun summarizes the computations performed by 

GRAPH, 
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1) If GRAPH is called by LETTER or KRPLT then the maximum and minimum 

x and y coordinates are updated and control is transferred to step 9. 

2) Backspace ITAPE one logical record so that the end of file indi~ 

cator is overwritten. 

3) If the call is a primary call, output the primary call indicator 

on one logical record and output all parameters except the arrays X and 

Yon the next record. The first record is one word in length and the 

second is 29 words in length. Transfer to step 5. 

4) Output the superposition indicator followed by the parameters used 

for a superposition call. The first record is one word in length, and 

the second is eight words in length. 

5) If.X and Y arrays contain single precision data they are output on 

one logical record; otherwise, transfer to step 11. 

6) If scaling factors were not supplied by the user, the X and Y 

arrays are searched in order.to update the maxima and minima of all 

previous data sets to be plotted on the graph initialized by the last 

primary call. 

7) If smoothing is specified with standard deviations for each point, 

the array STDEV is output on ITAPE forming one logical record. 

8) Output the end of file indicator on ITAPE. This is a record one 

word in length. 

9) If this call is a superposition call backspace ITAPEl one record. 

10) Output the updated maxima and minima and return. 

11) Call subroutine DP and transfer to step 7. 

Subroutine DP 

This subroutine is called only if the arrays X and Y passed to 
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GRAPH contain double precision data, The routine outputs the X and Y 

arrays as single precision data. This data comprizes one logical 

record on unit !TAPE, The maximum and minimum x and y values are 

updated and then control is returned to GRAPH. 

Subroutine ORIGIN 

This subroutine backspaces !TAPE one record and outputs three 

logical records. The first record is one word in length and is the 

code indicating the following ,record was created by ORIGIN. The 

second record is three words in length and consists of the three param

eters. The third record is one word in length and contains the end of 

file indicator. 

Subroutine LETTER 

This subroutine backspaces,ITAPE one record and outputs three 

records. The first record is the one word identification code. The 

second record is 51 words in length and contains all parameters includ

ing 20 words for the labeling information in the array called LABL. 

The third record is the end of file indicator. ·If this is a primary 

call, subroutine GRAPH is called in order to initialize a new set of 

maxima and minima for the graph initiated by, this call to LETTER. 

Subroutine KRPLT 

KRPLT builds data sets for histograms and ideograms and outputs 

the data sets on !TAPE. This subroutine performs three functions. The 

first is to initialize the array containing the interval boundaries and 

the array containing the event counts. The second is to record an 



event, and the third is to output the arrays and the remaining param

eters. 
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The initialization call zeroes the HTS array and calculates the 

interval boundaries storing them in ABCISA. The first location of 

ABCISA contains the number of intervals plus two. The second location 

contains the value of AMIN. Each succeeding location is incremented by 

(AMAX-AMIN)/NOINT, where NOINT is the number of intervals, AMAX is the 

upper bound of the last interval, and AMIN is the lower bound of the 

first interval. 

The building call for a histogram finds the interval in which the 

event occurs and adds one to the corresponding location in HTS. A 

linear search is used to determine that EVENT is greater than or equal 

to ABCISA(I-1), and less than ABCISA(I), then HTS(I) is incremented by 

one. 

The building call for an ideogram adds the value of a Gaussian 

curve evaluated at ABCISA(I) to HTS(I). The Gaussian curve is given by 

l/(cr(2f:()~)e-(x-a)2/2cr2, 

where cr is the standard deviation, xis ABCISA(I), and a is the 

coordinate of the event. 

(IV.l) 

The finalization call creates four logical records on ITAPE. The 

first is a one word code indicating the following records were created 

by KRPLT. The second is 28 words in length and contains the scaling 

and labeling parameters. The third record contains the arrays ABCISA 

and HTS starting with their second locations. The order in which they 

are written depends upon whether ABCISA is to be plotted on the hori

zontal or vertical axis. The maximum and minimum values of the array 
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HTS are determined and subroutine GRAPH is called to update the maxima 

and minima record on ITAPEl if the call to KRPLT was a superposition 

call. If the call to K.RPLT was a primary call a new record is created 

on ITAPEl. Finally the end of file indicator is output on ITAPE before 

returning to the user's program. 

The Plotting Program 

The plotting program inputs the files created by the interface 

routines and calls Calcomp. plotting routines which create a file of 

plotting commands. The main program inputs the code number of ITAPE 

indicating which interface subroutine created the next records on 

ITAPE. The code number triggers a branch to the section which proc

esses the data created by the indicated routine. · Several subroutines 

are inc.luded in the plotting program. · Subroutine PLTDAT takes care of 

plotting a set of points according to the criteria indicated by the 

value of MODE. PLTDAT calls subroutine INTERP which calculates the 

coefficients of the interpolation curve between a pair of points. If 

smoothing i.s desired, PLTDAT calls subroutine SMOTH which calculates 

all coefficients for the smoothed curve in one call. Subroutine PAR.MD 

produces all printed output for the plotting routine. The printer 

output is a formatted parameter dump giving the va,lue of a,ll pa,ra,meters 

tha,t were pa,ssed to the interfa,ce routines. Due to the impra,cticality 

of printing all of the points on each data set, only the first four a,re 

printed. Subroutine LGAXIS plots either a horizontal or vertical 

logarithmic a.xis. 

The following Calcomp supplied subroutines are called by the 

plotting program. 



1) PLOTS initializes the plot command data set. 

2) PLOTC moves the ink pen on the plotter to a specified position. 

The pen may be up or down and the new position may become the origin. 

3) SCALE calculates a scale factor for an array of numbers. 

4) AXIS plots a linear axis at any angle. 

5) SYMBOL plots an array of characters. 

6) NUMBER plots a floating point number. 

7) LINE plots a set of points which may or may not be connected by 

line segments, 
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A detailed description of the Calcomp routines and their parameters is 

given in the System/360 User 1 s Manual (23). 

Main Program Description 

The main program is divided into sections which process data 

output by a particular interface routine. The appropriate section is 

identified by the code record which precedes each group of parameters 

of ITAPE. 

The section processing data output by a primary call to GRAPH 

begins the plotting of each new graph, The functions performed by 

this section are: 

1) Inputs the maximum and minimum x and y coordinates from ITAPEl. 

2) If LATCH=O then a new origin is established and the graph border 

is plotted. 

3) If scaling factors are not specified by the user the values from 

ITAPEl are passed to subroutine SCALE and appropriate scaling factors 

are returned, 

4) If the axes are linear they are plotted by subroutine AXIS. 
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5) If the axes are logarithmic and the number of cycles is not 

supplied by the user then the number of cycles and the minimum power 

of ten are calculated. The base of the logs determines how the calcu-

lation is performed. The logarithmic axes are plotted by subroutine 

LGAXIS. 

6) The 20 character·labels in the arrays GLAB andDATLAB are plotted 

in the upper right corner of the graph. 

7) · Subroutine PARMD is called to print the graph parameters excluding 

the data points. 

8) Subroutine PLTDAT is called to plot the data points. 

The section processing data output by a superposition call to 

GRAPH checks the value of MODE to determine whether there is a data 

. set label. If so, the label is plotted and subroutine PLTDAT is called 

to plot the data set. The section processing data output by subroutine 

ORIGIN moves the origin and prints its position. The section process-

ing data output by subroutine LETTER branches to the section which 

begins plotting new graphs if the call to LETTER was a primary call. 

After the axes and border for the new graph are plotted the characters 

in the array LABL are plotted. If the call to LETTER was a superposi-

tion call the characters in LABL are plotted on the current graph. 

' 
The section processing.data from subroutine KRPLT branches to the 

section for primary calls to graph if the call to K.RPLT was a primary 

call. Upon returning subroutine PLTDAT is called if an ideogram is to 

be plotted. Histograms are plotted in this section without calling 

PLTDAT. 
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Subroutine PLTDAT 

This routine reads a set of data points from !TAPE and plots the 

points according to the specifications indicated by MODE. . If MODE is 

negative all points with x or y coordinates equal to zero are elimi-

nated from the arrays containing.the point coordinates. The coordi-

nates are scaled before they are plotted, The routine performs three 

different plotting functions, The first is to plot an interpolated 

curve. The second is to plot a smoothed curve, and the third is to 

plot the data set points. 

The interpolated curve is plotted in sections. · Subroutine INTERP 

calculates the coefficients of a pair of cubic polynomials which deter= 

mine the curve between adjacent points in the data set. The curve is 

represented by 

2 3 
x = P1 + Pzz + P3z + P4z ' (IV. 2) 

2 3 
y = ql + q2z + q3z + q4z' (IV,3) 

where z is a parameter varying from Oto 1 as the curve is traversed 

from one point to the next. The curve is plotted by incrementing z and 

evaluating (IV,2) and (IV.3). The points obtained are connected by 

straight line segments, The increment in z is given by 

dz= 1/lOR (IV,4) 

where R is the distance between the two original points. 

The smoothed curve i.s a cubic spline function with knots (see 

Chapter II for definition) at the x coordinates of the points approxi-

mated by. the curve. The par tion of the curve between each pair of 

points is represented by a cubic polynomial in x. The coefficients for 

all of the polynomials are calculated by one call of subroutine SMOTH. 
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The array of standard deviations STDEV and the parameter S determine 

the amount of smoothing exhibited by the curve. If MODE is 31 or 32, 

Sis set to the number of points and STDEV contains the scaled standard 

deviations supplied by the user. Otherwise, the standard deviation is 

the same for every point and is given by 

8Y = YSIZE/200. + MOD(MODE-1,10)*0.025, (IV.5) 

where YSIZE is the length of the y-axis. Sis given by 

k k 
S = N - (2N) 2 + 2*MOD(MODE=l,10)*(2N) 2 /9. (IV.6) 

These formulas were determined by experimentation and observation. 

The curve is plotted by calculating points along the curve and connect-

ing them with line segments. The points are determined by incrementing 

x and calculating a corresponding y value. The increment in x decreas~ 

es as the rate of change of curvature increases and vice versa. 

The data points are plotted by subroutine LINE. They may be 

connected by line segments if desired. 

Subroutines INTERP and SMOTH 

The algoritluns for interpolation and smoothing are derived and 

outlined in Chapter III. These algoritluns are implemented in the sub-

routines INTERP and SMOTH. 

Subroutine LGAXIS 

This routine plots logaritlunic axes. The axis plotted may be 

horizontal or vertical and has an integral number of cycles. Each 

cycle has a tick mark at the values 1 through 9 times the power of 10 

corresponding to the cycle. Tick marks 1, 3, 5, and 8 are labeled. 

The axis label is also plotted by this routine. 



·CHAPTER V 

EASYPLOT USER'S GUIDE 

Introduction 

The plotting capabilities of Easyplot are utilized through subrou~ 

tine calls from a FORTRAN program. Four routines are available each of 

which performs specific functions. They may be used separately or in 

combination. Subroutine GRAPH is the most general routine and performs 

most commonly needed plotting applications. One call to GRAPH can 

produce a complete plot including vertical and horizontal axes which 

may be linear,. semi-log, or log-log; data points plotted with symbols, 

open or closed interpolation, or smoothing; automatic or specified 

scaling of data; and labeling of the axes and each set of data. More 

than one set of data can be plotted on one graph by additional calls to 

GRAPH, 

Subroutine LETTER is used for additional labeling. Subroutine 

·ORIGIN is used to control the·position of the origin and to suppress 

the plotting of either or both axes. Subroutine KRPLT is used to 

gather data for histograms and ideograms and plot the results. 

Subroutine GRAPH 

Introductory Notes 

The user must build two arrays which contain the x and y 
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coordinates of the points which are to be plotted. The parameters in 

the call list pass information to GRAPH determining the manner in which 

the points are to be plotted. There are two types of calls to GRAPH. 

The first is called a primary call. The primary call positions the 

origin two inches past the border of the previous graph and makes the 

necessary preparations for plotting a new set of axes. The second type 

of call is a superposition call. The set of points passed in a super

position call is plotted on the graph initialized by the previous 

primary call. The origin is not moved. A superposition call is made 

either by. invoking.GRAPHS or invoking GRAPH with the parameter·XSIZE 

having a value of 0.0. A call to GRAPH with a value for XSIZE other 

than 0.0 indicates a primary call. The actual plotting of a graph does 

not take place until all superposition calls have been made. This 

means that if scaling is not specified by the user in the primary call, 

the points in the primary data set and all superposition data sets are 

used in determining appropriate scale factors. 

Call List 

Primary or Superposition Call: CALL GRAPH (NPTS,. X,· Y, KS, MODE, 

XSIZE, YSIZE, XSF,.XMIN, YSF, YMIN,.XLAB, YLAB,.GLAB, DATLAB, STDEV). 

Superposition Call: . CALL GRAPHS (NPTS,, X,. Y, KS, MODE, DATLAB) . 

. Parameter Definitions 

Except for character strings used for labeling, the parameter 

names follow the standard FORTRAN naming convention for data type. 

Parameters beginning with the letters I thru N must be integer type 

variables or constants in the call list. All other parameters must be 
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real type variables or constants. 

NPTS Integer number whose magnitude is the number of data points in 

the arrays X and Y. A positive value indicates X and Y contain 

real single precision data .. A negative value indicates X and Y 

contain double precision data. 

X - An array containing .the horizontal components of the data points 

(x-coordinates). 

Y - An array containing the vertical components of the data points 

(y-coordinates). 

KS - An integer number identifying the plotting symbol (if any). 

Refer to Appendix B for the symbols allowed and their code 

numbers. 

MODE - A number which specifies the method to be used in plotting. the 

data in X and Y. 

= 1 Points plotted with the symbol KS and connected with an 

open (see Chapter I) smooth interpolated curve. 

= 2 Points not plotted but they are connected with an open 

smooth interpolated curve. 

= 3 Points plotted with the symbol KS and connected with 

straight line segments. 

= 4 Points are not plotted with the symbol KS but are connected 

with straight line segments. 

= 5 Points are plotted with the symbol KS and connected with a 

closed (see Chapter I) interpolated curve. 

= 6 Points not plotted but connected with a closed interpolated 

curve. 
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= 7 Points are plotted with the symbol KS. 

Note: If more than 20 points are to be plotted with 

option 7, they should be ordered by the x coordinate in 

order to decrease the required plotting time. If the 

number of points is about 200 or more, further significant 

savings in plotting time can be attained in the following 

manner. The range of the x coordinates is divided into 
--,,, 

strips of equal width. The points in each strip are sorted 

by their y coordinates in order to minimize the amount of 

vertical movement necessary! The width of the strips is 

important in minimizing the vertical movement and should be 

determined by 

le 
w = (3*XSIZE*YSIZE/NPTS) 2 • 

= 11-20 The points are plotted with the symbol KS and a smoothed 

curve is plotted which approximates the data. The amount 

of smoothing is increased as MODE varies from 11 to 20. 

= 21-30 The points are not plotted; however, a smoothed curve is 

plotted which approximates the data. The amount of smooth-

ing is increased as mode varies from 21 to 30. 

= 31 The points are plotted with the symbol KS and a smoothed 

curve is plotted approximating them. 

= 32 The points are not plotted but are approximated by a 

smoothed curve. 

Note: If the value of MODE is not defined, the data set will 

not be plotted; however the plotting of axes and labels will not 

be affected. 
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Interpolation and Smoothing. If MODE is 31 or 32 the parameter 

STDEV must contain an approximation of the standard deviation of each 

data point. The magnitude of the standard deviation will locally 

determine the smoothness of the curve. That is, the smaller the stand· 

ard deviation of a point the closer the curve must come to that point. 

The standard deviations must be positive and there must be one for each 

point. The curve drawn with the smoothing option must be single

valued; therefore, the points must be ordered so that the x coordinates 

are monotone increasing. 

Interpolated curves may be multi-valued regardless of whether they 

are open or closed. Interpolated curves pass through all points of a 

data set in the order in which the points are loaded into the X and Y 

arrays. Interpolation cannot be used with less than three points • 

. XLAB - Alphanumeric label for the x-axis. It must be an array with a 

dimension of five and contain 20 characters including blanks. 

YLAB Same as XLAB except for the y-axis. 

GLAB - Alphanumeric label which is printed in the upper right hand 

corner of the graph. It must be an array with a dimension of 

five and contain 20 characters including blanks. 

DATLAB-Same as GLAB except it is plotted immediately below GLAB . 

. XS!ZE -It defines the length of the x-axis in inches and the sign 

indicates whether the axis is linear or logarithmic. 

XSIZE positive means the axis is linear. 

XSIZE negative means the axis is logarithmic. 

XSIZE equal to zero indicates a superposition call. 

YSIZE -Same as XSIZE except that a value of zero has no meaning, and 

it applies to the y-axis. 
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Scaling Parameters. XSF, XMIN, YSF, .and YMIN are used to deter-

mine the scaling factors for the axes. rheir meanings differ depending 

upon whether a linear or log axis is to be drawn. YSF and YMIN refer 

to the y-axis and are completely independent of XSF and XMIN; however, 

their meanings are analogous. Thus, only XSF and XMIN will be defined. 

Linear Axis .. XSIZE is positive. The axis is drawn with a tic~ 

mark every inch and a number below each mark. 

XSF The scale factor in units per inch for the x-axis. If XSF is 

positive the value of XMIN is printed.below the first tick mark, 

and the number at each following tick mark is increased by XSF. 

If XSF is negative or zero· Easyplot will calculate an appropri-

ate minimum value and scaling factor depending on.the minimum 

and maximum x values for the primary and all superposition sets 

of data. The values are chosen so that all data points will 

appear on the graph. The scaling factor will be one of the 

+i following numbers: (1.0, 2.0, 4.0, .5.0, 8,0) x 10:-, i=integer. 

Logarithmic axis. XSIZE is negative. The axis is drawn with an 

integer number of cycles. Each cycle has nine tick marks corresponding 

to the values 1 through 9 times the power of ten associated with the 

cycle. It is assumed that the relevant array already contains loga-

ritluns, that is, the routine does not take the log for the user . 

. XSF - Specifies the base of the log and the number of cycles on the 

axis. If XSF is positive or zero, .the X array contains base 10 

logs, and if XSF is negative, the X array contains natural logs. 

lxsrl> 1.0 - XSF truncated to an integer specifies the number of 

cycles and XMIN truncated to an integer is the power 

ten printed under the first tick mark. 
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· lXSFj-<1. 0 - The number of eye les and the minimum power of ten are 

chosen by the routines so that all points will appear 

on the graph. 

Note on Scaling. If scaling is specified by the user some points 

may fall outside the axes or the border of the graph which is drawn\ 

inch beyond the ends of the axes. The points will be plotted on the 

axis or border, whichever is appropriate. No interpolation is done 

between a pair of points if one or both of them lie outside of the 

range of the graph as defined previously. Similarly any portion of a 

smoothed curve will not be plotted if it is outside the range of the 

graph. 

STDEV - An array containing the standard deviation of each value in the 

Y array. This parameter is used only when smoothing is desired 

and then only if MODE is 31 or 32. If this parameter is not 

used its position can be fiiled in the call list with a dummy 

variable or constant. 

Plotting Superposition Data Sets. When XSIZE=O.O the data in the 

X and Y arrays are plotted on the axes produced by the last primary 

call to one of the plotting routines. The scaling and labeling param-

eters are not used for a superposition call; however, if the call is to 

GRAPH rather than GRAPHS all parameters must be represented in the call 
• 

list. Unused parameters may be represented with zeroes or any dummy 

variable or constant. 

Key Facility. A key facility. is provided when a superposition 

call is made which permits the user to label the superposition data 

set. If the absolute value of MODE is greater than 100, the label con-

tained in DATLAB will be plotted immediately below the last label which 



• 
has been plotted in the upper right hand corner of the graph. The 

symbol KS will also be plotted immediately to the right of the label. 

The absolute value of MODE modulo 100 will be used as described under 

the MODE parameter to determine how the data are to be plotted. 
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Point Elimination .. If MODE is negative all data points whose x or 

y value is zero will be ignored by.GRAPH. The remaining points will be 

plotted according to the absolute value of MODE. 

·Program Restrictions. 

1. The number of points in a single set of data must not exceed 

50000 

2. When the smoothing option is used, the number of points must 

not exceed 10000 

3. Units numbered 14 and 15 are used by·Easyplot and cannot be 

used by the user. 

4. XSIZE and YSIZE should be at least 2.5 inches since the graph 

labels in the upper right hand portion of the plot start 3.0 inches to 

the left of the right border of the graph. 

5. If the absolute value of YSIZE is greater than 10.0 inches, 

.Easyplot will assume a value of exactly 10.0 inches. 

Subroutine LETTER 

The purpose of subroutine LETTER is to permit additional labeling 

for any grapho Up to 80 alphanumeric characters can be printed start

ing at any position and plotted at any angle. It is primarily used in 

the superposition mode; however, it can be used to define a primary 

graph. 
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Call List 

Superposition Call. CALL LETTER ( XO, YO, ,HEIGHT, LABL, THETA, 

.NCHAR, o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o) or CALL LETTRS ( XO, YO, HEIGHT, LABL, 

THETA, . NCH.AR). 

Primary Call. CALL LETTER ( XO,. YO, HEIGHT,. LA.BL, THETA,. NCHAR, 

.XSIZE, YSIZE, XSF, XMIN,.YSF, YMIN,.XLAB, YLAB, GLAB, DATLAB). 

Parameter Definitions 

Except for character strings, the parameter names follow the 

standard FORTRAN naming convention for data type. Parameters beginning 

with the letters·I through N must be integer type variables or con-

stants. All other parameters must be real type variables or constants. 

· XO, YO - The coordinates in inches of the lower left corner of the 

first character of the label. , 

HEIGHT Height in inches of the characters in the label. 

.LABL - An array containing the characters of the label. The charac-

ters must be packed four to a word with a maximum of 80 

characters allowed. 

THETA - The angle in degrees at which the label is to be plotted. 

NCHAR - The number of characters, including blanks, which are to be 

plotted. The maximum allowed value is 80. If the user 

desires to plot more than 80 characters, it is necessary to 
r 

make more than one call to LETTER. 

The remaining parameters listed for a primary call have the same 

definitions as the parameters for GRAPH which have the same names. 
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Subroutine ORIGIN 

The origin is automatically positioned two inches past the border 

of the previous graph every time a primary call is made to subroutine 

GRAPH, .LETTER, or KRPLT. Subroutine ORIGIN permits the user to posi

tion the origin anywhere he likes and prevents Easyplot from automat

ically repositioning the origin when primary calls are encountered. 

Once control is assumed by the user the origin cannot be moved except 

by. another call to ORIGIN" 

Call List 

CALL ORIGIN ( AA, BB, LATCH)" 

. Parameter Definitions 

AA, BB - The coordinates in inches of the new origin relative to the 

present origin. 

LATCH - An integer value which determines the action to be taken by 

· ORIGIN. 

= 0 This is the normal mode of operation for automatic 

origin positioning. AA and BB are not used in this 

case. 

1-4 The user assumes control of the origin and the plotting 

of axes becomes optional. AA and BB are used as defined 

above. 

= 1 Both axes are plotted. 

= 2 The x-axis is not plotted. 

= 3 The y-axis is not plotted. 



= 4 Neither axis is plotted. 

Note: If LATCH has a value other than O through 4, 0 is assumed. 

Subroutine KRPLT 

Subroutine KRPLT is used to gather data for histograms or ideo

grams and plot the results, A histogram is a frequency count of 

events, and an ideogram is an extension of a histogram which allows 

an error to be associated with each event. 

For a histogram the abcissa is divided into equal intervals, and a 

count of the number of events occurring in each interval is accumulated. 

A plot of the abcissa versus the count for each interval is produced. 

For an ideogram the abcissa is divided into intervals as for the 

histogram; however, each event is represented by a Gaussian curve 

centered at the event's coordinate. The Gaussian or normal distribu

tion curve has an area of one, and the standard deviation of the curve 

is the error associated with the event. The contributions of each 

Gaussian curve at the boundaries of each interval are accumulated. 

Thus, a single event contributes to all intervals rather than only one 

as for a histogram. A plot of the interval boundaries versus their 

corresponding sums is produced. The points are connected with an 

interpolated curve. 

There are three types of calls to ~PLT all of which are necessary 

to produce either a histogram or an ideogram. The first call must be 

an initialization call which specifies the boundaries of the abcissi 

intervals and the number of intervals. The second type of call is a 

building call which must be made once for each event. A running total 

of the counts for a histogram or sums for an ideogram is maintained. 
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The last call must be the finalization call which begins the production 

of the plot. The final call may be a superposition call or a primary 

call. 

Call List 

Initialization Call. CALL KR.FLT (K~ ABCISA, HTS, NOINT, AMIN, 

AMAX, O,O,O,O,O,O,O) or CALL KRPLTS (K, ABCISA, HTS,.NOINT, AMIN, 

A.MM), 

Building Call. CALL KRPLT (K, ABCISA, HTS,. EVENT,, SIGMA, 

o.o,o,o,o,o,o,o) or CALL KRPLTS (K, ABCISA, HTS, EVENT,. SIGMA, O). 

Finalization Call. CALL KRPLT (K, ABCISA, HTS, XSIZE, YSIZE,. XSF, 

XMIN, YSF, "XMIN,.XLAB, YLAB,.GLAB,,DATLAB) for a primary data set. 

CALL KRPLT (K, ABCISA, HTS, o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o) or CALL KRPLTS (K, 

ABCISA, HTS, O.O.O) for a superposition data set. 

Parameter··Defini tions 

The parameter names follow the standard FORTRAN naming convention 

for data type. Parameters beginning with the letters I through N must 

be integer type variables or constants. All other parameters must be 

real type variables or constants. 

K - The value of K determines the type of call and whether a 

histogram or an ideogram is being plotted. 

= 0 Indicates an initialization call. 

= 1 Indicates a building call for an ideogram. 

= 2 Indicates a building call for a histogram. 

= ~1 Indicates a final call for an ideogram which is to be 

plotted with the abcissa in the horizontal direction. 



= -2 Indicates a final call for a histogram which is to be 

plotted with the abcissa in the horizontal direction. 

= -3 Indicates a final call for an ideogram which is to be 

plotted with the abcissa in the vertical direction, 

. - -4 Indicates a final call for a histogram which is to be 

plotted with the abcissa in the vertical direction. 
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NOINT - The number of intervals on the abcissa. The maximum allowable 

is 1000, 

AMIN - Beginning value of the first interval. 

AMAX - Ending value of the last interval. 

EVENT - The coordinate of the event to be recorded . 

. SIGMA - The standard deviation associated with each event. Used only 

for ideograms . 

. ABCISA- Work array which must be dimensioned at least two greater than 

the nuwber of intervals. The first location contains the 

number of intervals plus two and the remaining locations 

contain the bounds of the intervals starting with AMIN and 

ending with AMAX. The array is initialized during the initial

ization call and must not be altered by the user until after 

the final call. 

HTS - Work array which must be dimensioned at least two greater than 

the number of intervals. The array is initialized to zeroes 

during the initialization call and must not be altered by the 

user until after the finalization call. For a histogram HTS(l) 

is not used and HTS(!) where I~ 1 contains the number of 

events occurring in the interval.boundedbyABCISA(I-1) and 

ABCISA(I), For an ideogram HTS(l) is not used and HTS(!) for 
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I> 1 contains the sum of all Gaussians evaluated at ABCISA(I). 

If K has a value that is not defined no action is taken, and the 

message,. "FIRST PARAMETER IN CALL TO KRPLT IS INVALID", is printed. . If 

the number of intervals in an initialization call is negative or zero 

the message, "THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS FOR KR.FLT IS NEGATIVE", is 

printed. 

The remaining parameters in the finalization primary call have the 
\ 

same definitions as the corresponding parameters for subroutine GRAPH. 

Debugging .Aids 

Easyplot is designed to allow simultaneous debugging of program 

logic and plotting logic. The four subroutines called by a user of 

Easyplot perform few operations with the parameters in the call lists. 

Their main function is to output the parameters to a file which is 

passed to another step or job which actually performs the plotting 

functions. Since the plotting package is organized in this manner, it 

is very unlikely that a user's program will abnormally terminate as a 

result of passing.invalid parameters to one of the routines. Thus, the 

program will terminate normally unless the user's program logic causes 

an abnormal termination. The plotting program may. be executed regard-

less of the cause of termination of the user's program. This separa-

tion of the plotting action and user's program allows simultaneous 

debugging. 

The plotting program has an additional debugging aid consisting of 

a parameter dump. The program prints the values of all parameters 

passed to each of the four routines in a convenient format. Since it 

would be impractical to print all of the points in.the X and Y arrays~ 
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only the first four are printed for each set of data. Examples of the 

information printed in the parameter dump are given with the test 

programs in Appendix C. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED EXTENSIONS 

The- Easyplot program is an extremely versatile plotting package 

which can save a great deal of time and money for most programming 

installations utilizing the Calcomp plotter. Only very specialized 

plotting applications such as multi-dimensional contour plots are 

beyond the scope of Easyplot. Two-dimenpional graphs are plotted in a 

generalized format and can be produced easily. In addition the graph 

format may be altered.with the specializedEasyplot routines.ORIGIN and 

LETTER, and histograms and ideograms may be built and plotted. 

The numerical methods for interpolation and smoothing chosen for 

use in Easyplot have been shown to be well suited for general plotting 

applications. A comparison of popular interpolation and smoothing 

techniques given in Chapter II indicates that Akima's (3) and Reinsch's 

(16) techniques are among the best methods for this purpose. Various 

tests using these techniques have verified that they produce acceptable 

curves. 

The smoothing technique used in Easyplot is applicable only to 

single-valued curves, .The plotting program could be extended to smooth 

multi-valued sets of points by using a new smoothing technique involv

ing parametric curve fitting (12). Another possible extension would be 

the inclusion of a sorting routine to be used in conjunction with 
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plotting large numbers of individual points •. Significant savings in 

plotting. time can.be realized by ordering the points according to the 

scheme used by Scranton (20). 
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The job control statements necessary to run any FORTRAN job on an 

IBM System/360 plus several additional statements needed specifically 

for Easyplot are shown in Figure 5. All of the statements need not be 

coded exactly as shown; however, there are several parts which cannot 

be changed, Statements 4, 5, 6, 12, and 13 must be included exactly as 

shown. The following parameters must be included as shown. 

Statement 8 - The name FT14F001 and the parameter RECFM=VS. 

Statement 9 - The name FT15F001 and RECFM=VS. 

Statement 15 - The name FT14F001 must be used, and the name of the data 

set must be the same as the name used in statement 8. 

Statement 16 - The name FT15F001 must be used, and the data set name 

must be the same as the one in statement 9. 

Statement 17 - The name PLOTOUT and the DISP parameter with a KEEP 

disposition must be used. Also, theDSN must be in the 

form shown. 
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1. I I JOB 

2. I I .. · EXEC FORTGLCLG 

3. IIFORT.SYSIN DD* 

The user's· FORTRAN program which calls .. the 'Easyplot interface 
routines is placed here. 

4. IILKED,PLOTS DD DSN=OSU.ACT11098.PROG,DISP•SHR 

5. /ILK.ED. SYS IN DD * 
6 • . INCLUDE·. PLOTS ( GRAPH) 

7. /* 

8. IIGO.FT14F00l'DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)),DSN=&&PLTDATA, 

II DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=3500),DISP=(NEW,PASS) 

9. IIGO.FTlSFOOl: DD UNIT=SYSDA, SPACE=(TRK, (1, 1) ),DISP=(NEW,PASS), 

I I DCB= (RECFM=VS, BLKSIZE=240), DSN=&&MAXMIN 

10. II EXEC PGM=EASYPLOT,REGION=l27K 

11. I ISTEPLIB DD DSN=OStJ .ACT11098,P.R()G,DI~P=SHR 

12. IIFT06FOOl 1 DD SYSQUT-A 

13. I IFT14F001 1 DD. DSN•&&'PLTDATA,DISP•(OLD,DELETE) 

14. I IFTlSFOOL DD ·DSN=&&MAXMIN, DISP= (OLD,DE.LETE) 

15. IIPLOTOUT DD'UNIT=PLT,SPACE=(TRK,(10,lQ)),DISP=(,KEEP), 

II . DSN=PLOT,ACTxxxxx,yyyyyyyy 

xxxxx represents a five digit account number. 

yyyyyyyyrepresents a.one·to.eight letter name which identifies the 

plot data set. 

Figure 5. Job Control Language for the IBM Sl360 
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CHAAACTEAS AVAILABLE THA~UGH CALLS T~ SYMe~L & LINE 
THE NUMBEA LEFT DF EACH SYMBOL IS THE CODE USED IN SPECIAL SYMBOL CALLS 

a ~ 16 32 } llB I Sil BO & 96 112 0 
C) · 11 BS { ~ R J I 1 l 33 11:9 D 65 Bl 97 113 

2 & lB /\ 31 M 5!] < 66 B B2 K 9B 5 1111: 2 
3 + 19 35 TT 51 > 67 c B3 L 99 T 115 3 
II: x 20 ~ 36 CD 52 6 6B D Bii: M 100 u 116 lJ 
5 0> 21 CR 37 -e 53 [ 69 E BS N 101 v 117 5 

.6 ~ 22 + 3B v Sil J 70 F 86 0 102 w llB 6 
7 X: 23 + 39 x 55 \ 71 G 87 p 103 x 119 7 
B z 211: llO w 56 T 72 H BB Q 1011: 

y 
120 8 

9 y 25 NUL 11:1 \ 57 I 73 I B9 R 105 z 121 9 

~ 
(X + ¢ I 00 D 

10 26 11:2 SB 711 90 A 106 122 D 

11 

* 
27 f 11:3 0 59 $ 75 D 91 $ 107 p . 123 +t 

12 z 2B => 
"" -E 60 

,ct--
76 < 92 ~ lOB % 1211 © 

( ) ' 13 I 29 v 115 ~ 61 x 77 93 109 125 

* r-.v 11:6 SUP 62 i + D > 11.l 30 7B gq p 110 126 

~ i 7 .... 
15 31 11:1 SUB 63 79 95 

--, 
111 127 A 

THE FIRST 11.l SYMBOLS IN THE TABLE ARE CENTERED SYMBOLS 

Figure 6. Symbols Available on. the Calcomp Plotter 
i 
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fUR TRAN l V G LE VE L 19 MAIN DATE = 72122 14/38/15 

C T ESt PROGRAM NUMBER 1 
c 
C AUTHOR. JOHN FO~REST 
C OATE. MAY, 1972 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES THE INTERPOLATION AND LOGARITHMIC 
C AXES FAC ILH IES OF GRAPH. 
C THE FIRST GRAPH CONTAINS TWO INTERPOLATED CURVES WHICH ARE 
C Y=EXPI )(**212.J ANO Y=E:XPIXI. THE SECOND GRAPH HAS A VERTICAL 
C LOGARITHMIC AXES WITH THE BASE E LOG OF THE Y VALUES PLOTTED. 
c 

0001 DIMENSION X(21J,YC21J,Yl(21J,XLISJ,YLCSl,GLISJ,OL(S) 
0002 IN= 5 
C003 READ(IN,10) XL,YL,GL,OL 

C CALCULATE VALUES FOR Y AND Yl. 
000.4 DX = -2.0 
COOS DO 1 1=1,21 
0006 XC I J = OX 
0007 Ytl) = EXP ( OX**2/2.) 
0008 Yl(lt = EXP( OX I 
0009 l OX '"' OX + 0.2 

C PLOT THE INTERPOLATEC CURVES. 
0010 CALL GRAPH (21,X,Y,0,2,6.0,8.0,1.,-3.,0,0,XL,YL,GL,DL,Oi 
0011 REAO(IN,101 DL 
CC12 CALL GRAPHSC21,X,Yl,2,10l•DLJ 

C TAKE THE ~ATURAL LOG OF Y ANO Yl. 
0013 DO 2 l=l,21 
0014 Y(lJ = ALOGCY(IJJ 
0015 2 YlCIJ = ALOG(Yl(IIJ 
0016 READ(IN,101 GL,DL 

C PLOT AN INTERPOLATED CURVE THROUGH Y AND PLOT Yl NITH THE POINTS 
C CONNECTED BY L lNE SEGMENTS. 

0017 CALL GRAPH (21,X,Y,3,l,6.0,-8.0,1.,-3.,-.S,O,XL,YL,GL,DL,OJ 
0018 CALL GRAPHSC21,X,Yl,4,3,0J 
0019 10 FORMAT(20A4J 
0020 STOP 
0021 END 

Figure 7. Test Program Number One 
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tASYPU.T t'Afl.AMEl'i::K OUMP •••• 1.:AL, .. UMI' PLUTTtR VER::.lON CJ. R. FORRf:!>T, "J>tPUTlN(, ANO INFORMATION !>ClEIIICt:S DEPT., u.::..u.l 

EACH Gtl.APH 15 tl.EPiU:St:.\ITEi.l ti\' uNf: t>LUt:.K. Ut- UATA WHll.11 lNCLIJUES 
l. A SJMMAkY Jr PARAMETERS PASSED VIA CALL LISTS. 
2. ACTUAL SCALt FACTuK!> USE:D IN THE PLOT. 
3. FIKST rJUR t'UINTS UF tACH uATA Str. 

I• INUICATtS A HISTOGRAM WITH HORIZONTAL ABClSSA, 
** INDICATES A HISTOGRAM WITH VE:RT ICAL ABCISSA, . 
*** lNOiCATES Alli IDEOGRAM WITH HURlZONTAL ABCISSA, 
**"'* INDlCAHS AN IOEOG1UM WITH VEtl.TICAL ABCISSA J 

XSlZE YSIZE 
o .ooo 8 .ooo 

ACT~AL SCALE FACTCRS 

CATA NO OF SYH OPT 

XSF XHIN 
O.lOOE 01 -0.300E 01 
O.lOOE 01 -0.300E 01 

YSF YHIN 
o. 0 o. 0 
O.lOOE 01 OoO 

X-AXIS LABEL 
X-COORDINATE:ii 

Y-AXIS LAoEL 
Y-CUOkOINAT ES 

GRAPH LABEL 
INTtRPULAHON TEST 

SET. POINTS SOL WN IXl,Yll IX2,Y2J IX3,Y3) (Xft,YftJ DATA SET LABEL 
1 · .:1 0 Z ""'.0,200E Ol., 0.739E 01 -O.l80E 01, 0.505E 01 -0.lbOE 01, 0,3bOE 01 -0.lt+OE 01, 0,2bbE 01 Y = EXPlX**Zl21 
2 21 2 101 -o.2ooe 01~ O,l3!>E 00 -0.180E 01, O.lb5E 00 -0.lbOE 01, 0,202E 00 -0.lftOE 01, 0,247E 00 Y = c;XP( XI 

XSIZE YSIZE XSF XHIN YSf YHI N 
b,000 -8.000 o.1ooe 01 -o.300E 01 -o.~ooE oo o.o · 

ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS o.100E 01 -o.Jooe 01 o.zooE 01 ~.1ooe 01 

CATA hO OF SYM OPT 

X-AXIS LABEL 
x-COORO I NA TES 

Y-AXIS LABEL 
Y-C CORDI NA TES 

GRAPH LAJEL 
liASE E LOG AXIS TEST 

SET POINTS liOL ION IXl,YU CXZ,YZI {X3,Y31 lX4,Y41 OATA SET U8EL 
l 21 3 l -0,200E 01, O,ZOOE 01 -O,l80E 01, 0.162E 01 -0.lbOE 01, 0,126E 01 -0.lftOE 01, 0.980E 00 Y=X**2/Z & W=X 
Z 21 4 3 -0.200E 01,-0.zooe Oi -0.180E 01,-o.1aoe 01 -0.lbOE 01,-0.lbOE 01 -0.140E Ol,-0.lftOE 01 

Figure-, 8. Parameter Dump for Test Program Number One 
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FORTRAN IV G lEVEl 19 MAIN DATE = 72122 14/45/a 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

0001 
c 

0002 
0003 
0004 10 
0005 
0006 1 
0001 
0008 20 

c 
0009 
0010 

c 
0011 

c 
c 

0012 
c 

0013 
c 

OOllt 
0015 

c 
0016 
0017 
0018 

TEST PROGRAM NUMBER 2 

AUTHOR. JOHN FORREST 
DATE. MAY~ 1972 

THIS PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF ORIGIN, LETTER, ANO TME. 
SMOOTHING OPTION OF GRAPH. AN ARBITRARY SET OF POINTS ARE PLOTTED. 
ANO A SMOOTHED CURVE APPROXIMATING THE POINTS IS PLOTTED. 

01 MENS ION X (2561, Y (256 J ,X LC 5 l, YL( 51, GL ( 51,DL ( 5J, LABLl 201 
READ IN THE-LABELS-ANO INITIALIZE THE X ARRAY. 
IN = 5 
REAO(lN,lOJ XL,Yl,Gl,OL 
FORHAT(20A4J 
DO l I=l ,256 
XU) = I 
REAOCIN,20J Y 
FORHATC20K.OJ 
POSITION THE ORIGIN AT. CO. ,0.7J. 
CALL ORIGIN(0.,-11.,lJ. 
CALL ORIGINC0.,.7,11 
PLOT THE SET Of. POINTS WI TH THE SYMBOL +. 
CALL GRAPHl256,X,Y,3,7,6.5,4.0,0,0,0,0,XL,YL,GL,OL,OI 

MOVE THE ORIGIN UP 5 INCHES ANO SUPPRESS THE X-AXIS. 
CALL ORIGlN(0.,5.,2) 
READ A NEW SET OF LABELS. 
READ(IN,101 YL,GL,OL 
PLOT A SMOOTHED CURVE WITH THE POINT NEGLECT OPTION. 
CALL GRAPH (256,X,Y,0,-30,6.5,4.0,0,0,0,0,XL,YL,GL,DL,OJ 
READ(IN,lOJ LABL 
PLOT A SPECIAL LABEL US ING LETTER. 
CALL LETTRS(1.o,1.o,o.21,LABL,O.O,l7J 
STOP 
END 

Figure 10. Test Program Number Two 
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EASYPLCT PARAMETEk ,JUMP •••• (.ALCOMP PLOTTER VERSliJN (J. R. f-ORREST, COMPUTING ANO INFORMATlllN SCIENCES DEPT., o.s.u.t 

EACi- (;RAPt- lS "t:PKE::,Li'Ht:O dY UNI: tlLOCK OF DATA wHIC.H INC.LWES 
l, A SUMMARY uF f'ARAMHERS PASSED VIA CALL LISTS. 
2. ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS USEO IN THE PLOT. 
J. FIRST FllUR POINTS OF EACH DATA SET. 

( * INDICATES A HISTOGRAM WITH HORilONTAL ABC.ISSA, 
** INDICATES A HISTOGRAM WITH VERTICAL ABCISSA, 
*** INDICATES AN IDEOGRAM WITH HURILONTAL ABC.ISSA, 
**** INDICATES AN [DEOGKAM WITH Vf:RT ICAL ABC.ISSA I 

THE OR1~LN HAS BEEN REPOSlT IONEO TO I O .o ,-0.UOE 021 LATCH : 

THE CRI(;IN HAS BEEN REPOSITIONED TO C O .o , 0,700E 001 LATCH= 

XSl lE YSI ZE XSF XMIN YSF YM IN 
6,500 4,000 o. 0 o.o o. 0 o.o 

ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS 0.400E 02 o.o O.BOOE 02 o.o 

DA TA NU OF SYM OPT 
SET PCINTS BOL ION I Xl,Yll (X2,Y21 

l 

X-AXIS LABEL 
HORIZONTAL AX IS 

( X3,Y31 
l 256 3 1 o.100E 01, o.sooE 01 o.200E 01, o.100E 02 0,300E 01, O.llOE 02 

THE CRIGIN HAS BEEN REPOSITIONED TO I 0,0 

XSIZE YSIZE XSF XM IN 
6.500 4,000 o. 0 o.o 

ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS 0.400E 02 0,0 

DATA 1\0 OF SYM OPT 

, 0,500E 011 LATCH 

YSF YHIN 
0 .o O .o 
0, BOOE 02 O. 0 

2 

X-A XI S LABEL 
HORIZONTAL AX IS 

Y-AXIS LABEL GRAPH LABEL 
VERTICAL AX IS THE ORIGIN IS CON-

(X4,Y41 DATA SET LABEL 
0.400E 01, 0.150E 02 TROLLED BY THE USER 

Y-AXIS LABEL 
Y_;COURD INA TES 

GRAPH LABEL 
SMOOTHED CURVE wITH 

SET POINTS BOL ION (Xl,Yll (X2,Y21 (X3,Y31 (X4,Y41 DATA SET LABEL. 
l 256 0 -30 OolJOE 01, 0.500E 01 0,200E 01, O,lOOE 02 0.300E 01, O,llOE 02 0,400E 01, O.l50E 02 ZERJ NEGLECT OPTION 

LOCATION O.lOOE 01, O,lOOE 01 LABEL - MAXIMUM SMOOTHING . 

Figure 11. Parameter Dump for Test Program Number Two 
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FORTRAN lV G LEVEL 19 MA IN OATE 7 d.2.2 14/39/56 

C TEST ~ROGRAH NUMBER 3 
c 
C AUTHUR. JOHN fORxtST 
C OATt:. MAY, 1972. 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM KLUSTRATES THE USE OF KRPLl TO BUILD AND PLOT 
C HISTOGRAMS ANO IDEOGRAMS. A HISTOGRAM ANO AN IDEOGRAM ARE PLOTTED 
C WITH VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ABCISSI. 
c 

000 l O I MENS ION ABCHS T (42 t, CNTHH (42) ,ABC IDE '102 h CNT IOE ( 102 l, 
l XL('H,YU5t,GU5),DU5) 

0002 IN: 5 
C INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS FOR THE HISTOGRAM ANO IDEOGRAM 

0003 CALL KRPLTS (0, ABCHST, CNTHST, 40, O., 400.) 
0004 CALL KRPLTS (O, ABCIDE, CNTIDE, 100, o., 400.) 

C READ IN THE LABELS 
0005 REAO(IN,41 XL,YL,GL,DL 
0006 4 FORMAT( 20A4t 

C INPUT THE EVENTS AND THEIR ERRORS ANO BUILD THE ARRAVS. 
C THE ERRORS ARE NOT US ED FOR THE tUSTOGRAM. 

0007 DO 5 1=1,20 
0008 REAO(IN,101 EVENT,STDEV 
COOS 10 FORMAH2F8. 0) 
0010 CALL KRPLTS (1, ABCIDE, CNTIDE, EVENT, STOfV, 01 
0011 5 CALL KRPLTS (2, ABCHST, CNTHST, EVENT, O, 0) 

C NORMALIZE THE AREA UNDER THE IDEOGRAM TO THE AREA OF THE 
C HISTOGRAM. 

0012 DO b l=l,102 
0013 6 CNTIDE(l) = CNTIDE(I)*lO. 

C PLOT THE HISTOGRAM AND IDEOGRAM WITH HORIZONTAL ABCISSA. 
0014 CALL KRPLT (-1,ABCIDE,CNTIDE,5.0,8.0,0,0,0,0,XL,YL,GL,Dll 
0015 GALL KRPLTSC-2,A8CHST,CNTHST,O,O,OI 

C PLOT THE HISTOGRAM ANO IDEOGRAM WITH VERTICAL ABCISSA. 
0016 CALL KRPLT (-3,ASClDE,CNTIDE,8.0,5.0,0,0,0,0,XL,YL,GL,Dll 
0017 CALL KRPLTS(-4,ABCHST,CNTHST,O,O,OI 
0018 STOP 
CCl 9 END 

Figure 13. Test Program Number Three 
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EASYPLOT PARAMETER DUMP.~ •• CALCOMP PLOTTER VERSION I J. R. FORREST, COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCES DEPT •• o.s.u.1 

EACH GRAPH IS 
1. 
2. 
3. 

XSIZE 
5.000 

REPRESENTED BY ONE BLOCK OF DATA WHICH INCLUDES 
A SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS PASSED VIA CALL LISTS. 
ACTUAL SCAt.E FACTORS USED IN THE PLOT. , 
FIRST FOUR POINTS OF EACH DATA SET. 
( * INDICATES A tHSTOGRAM lollTH HORIZONTAL ABCISSA, 

** INDICATES A HISTOGRAM WITH VERTICAL A~CISSA, 
*** INOlCATfS AN IDEOGRAM illTH HORI LUNT AL ABC ISSA, 
**** INDICATES AN IDEOG.k.A/4 lllllTH VERTICAL ABCISSA I 

YS IZE XSF XMIN YSF YMIN 
s. 000 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS O. BOOE 02 o.o C.400E 00 o.o 

DATA 1',0 OF SY M OPT 
SET .POINTS SOL ION IXl, Yl I (X2,Y21 

*** 1 101 0 0 o.o , O. 333E 00 0.400E 01, 0.355E 6ci 
* 2 41 0 0 o.o , 0 .o O.lOOE 02, O.O 

XSILE YSIZE XSF XMIN . YSF YMIN 
s.ooo 5.000 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

AC TLAL SCALE FACTORS Oo400E 00 o.o O.BOOE 02 o.o 

DATA NO OF SYM OPT 
SET POINTS BOL ION IXl,YU (X2,Y21 

**** l 101 0 0 0.333E 00, 0 .o 0.355E 00, 0.400E 01 

** 2 41 0 0 o.o , o.·o o.o , Q.lOOE 02 

X-AXIS LABEL Y-.AXIS LABEL 
INTERVAL AXIS COUNT AXIS 

(X3,Y31 ( X4,Y41 
O.SOOE 01, 0.385E 00 O.l20E 02, 0.431E 00 
o.2ooe 02, o.1ooe 01 o. 300E 02, o. 0 

X-AXIS LABEL Y~AXI S LABEL 
INTERVAL AXIS CUUNT AXIS' 

(X3,Y31 (X4,Y4) 
o.385E oo, o.aooE 01 o.43lE oo, o.120E 02 
o.lOOE Ol, o.200E 02 o.o , O. 300E 02 

Figure 14. _Parameter-Dump for Test Program Number Three 
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FCRTRAN IVG LEVEL 19 MAIN DATE 7Ll.::2 14/3 7 /52 

C TEST PROGRAM NUMBtR 4 
c 
C AUTHOR. JOHN FORREST 
C UA TE. MAY, 1972 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM TEST THE SMOOTHING OPTION OF GRAPH WITH 
C STt\NDARD DEVIATIONS GIVEN FOR EACH POINT. THE DATA POINTS 
C COME FROM A SINE FUNCTION WITH NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED ERRORS ADDED. 

C O O l D I MENS ION X (l O l J , Y {l O O ) , X L( 5 I , Yl ( 5 ), GU 5 ), DL( 5 h STD ( l O O ) 
0002 IRAN= 9876543 
0003 IN= 5 

C REAU IN LABELING INFORMATION 
0004 READ( IN, lOJ· XL,YL,GL,DL 
0005 10 FORMAT(20A41 
0006 DX=O. 

C CALCULATE THE SINE VALUES ANO ADO THE ERRORS. SIS THE STANDARD 
C DEVIATION 

0007 S= .15 
0008 00 l i-=l, 70 
0009 X(II = OX 
0010 CALL GAUSS (IRAN,S,O. ,DY) 
0011 STD(I)=S 
0012 OX= DX+ 0.25 
0013 l Y(ll = SIN(X(l)I + DY 

C CALL GRAPl1 TO MAKE THE PLOT 
C014 CALL GRAPH ( 70,X,Y,3,31, 9.,6.0,0,0,0,0,XL,YL,GL,DL,STOI 
0015 STOP 
0016 ENO 

Figure 16, Test Program Number Four 
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LA~YPLOT PARAMETtk ~UMP,,,,GALCOMP PLOfTER VERSION (J. k, FORREST, COMPUTING ANO INFORMA£10N SCIENCES OEPJ., o.~.u.1 

EACI- Gl<Af't- l!> 
l, 
2. 
3. 

KEPKE~ENfEU BY ONE dLUCK UF DAfA WHICH INCLUDES 
A SUMMARY Uf PARAMETERS PASSED VIA CALL LISTS, 
ACTUAL SCALe FACTORS USED IN THE PLGT, 
fIKST FOUK POINTS OF EACH DATA SET, 
( * INDICATES A HISTObRAM WITH HORIZONTAL ABCISSA, 

** INDICATcS A rlISTOGRAM WITH VERTICAL ABCISSA, 
*** INOlCATES AN IDEOGRAM WITH HORILONTAL ABCI SSA, 
**** INDICATES AN IDEUGKAM WITH VERTICAL ABCISSA I 

XSIZE YSIZE XSF 
o.o 

XMIN 
0,0 
o.o 

YSf YMIN 
9,000 6,000 o.o o.o 

ACTUAL SCALE FACTORS 0, 2COE 01 0,500E 00 -O,l50E 01 

X-AXIS LABEL 
ANGLE X IN RADIANS 

Y-AXIS LABEL 
SI NE( XI 

GRAPH LABEL 
SMUOTHING TEST WITH 

CATA ~C Of SYM OPT 
SET POINTS dUL ION (Xl,Yll (X2,Y2) (X3,Y3l ,x.,v~J DATA SET LABEL 

l 70 3 31 o.o , 0,565E-Ol 0,250E 00, 0,219E 00 0,500E 00, 0,695E 00 0,750E 00, 0,618E 00 STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

Figure l7o Parameter Dump for Test Program Number Four 
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Figure 19, Floiw Chart for Subroutine GRAPH 
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Figure 200 Flow Charts for Subroutines DP and KR.FLT 
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